Frequency and characteristics of endometrial carcinoma and atypical hyperplasia detected on routine infertility investigations in young women: a report of six cases.
Infertility patients are known to be at increased risk of endometrial carcinoma (EC) and atypical hyperplasia (AH). However, the incidence and clinical features of EC and AH in these patients remain to be clarified. In this study, we examined the rate at which a routine infertility workup revealed EC/AH and investigated the clinicopathological features of EC/AH detected in this way. Among patients diagnosed with EC or AH at the Jichi Medical University Hospital between the 10-year period from 1997 to 2006, six patients were referred from Tochigi Central Clinic, a specialized infertility facility. We report the clinicopathological features of these patients and calculate the incidence of EC/AH in patients who underwent infertility investigations at Tochigi Central Clinic. All six patients were younger than 40 and had early stage disease (final diagnosis: EC stage IA: 3, EC stage IB: 1, AH: 2). A total of 19 826 patients underwent routine infertility investigations at Tochigi Central Clinic during the same period. The incidence of EC/AH detected from these investigations was 0.03% (6/19 826) and that of EC was 0.02% (4/19 826): 5-10 times higher than the overall incidence in Japanese women of the same age. Routine infertility investigations may provide an opportunity to examine the corpus uteri of young women in whom examination is otherwise limited, contributing to the early detection of EC/AH.